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ABSTRACT

As a newly developing academic domain, researches on Mobile learning are still in their initial stage. Meanwhile, M-blackboard comes from Mobile learning. This study attempts to discover the factors impacting the intention to adopt mobile blackboard. Eleven selected model on the Mobile learning adoption were comprehensively reviewed. From the reviewed articles, the most factors are identified. Also, from the frequency analysis, the most frequent factors in the Mobile blackboard or Mobile learning adoption studies are performance expectancy, effort expectancy, perceived playfulness, facilitating conditions, self-management, cost and past experiences. The descriptive statistic was performed to gather the respondents’ demographic information. It also shows that the respondents agreed on nearly every statement item. Pearson correlation and regression analysis were also conducted.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Smartphones have given birth to mobile learning as these phones are also usable as tools for accessing online courses. In fact, there has been a dramatic increase in the application of mobile learning. As reported by [1], from 2007 to 2012, there had been an increase in mobile device internet browsing by 300%, denoting an exceptional amount of browsing as opposed to the utilization of desktop in 2012. Smartphones make up 1.08 billion out of the entire 4 billion mobile phones used globally. Based on this, on average, over billion devices that consistently engaged in texting, call logs, banking information and Geographical Positioning System (GPS) location[1].

Then, the last decade of the second millennium saw the emergence of the applications relating to the blackboard as a new trend. The use of blackboard application has been popular among educational institutions in promoting distance learning and in assuring accessibility of study materials to students irrespective of their location and time[2]. As reported by[3], more than 70% of the colleges and universities in the U.S., used blackboard.

Despite the promising use of the application, it is still unclear with respect to the factors. Those factors have an impact on the intention that used to adopt the mobile-blackboard. There are a number of studies reporting its linkage to the technology and the phone itself. Nonetheless, there are also those reporting its linkage with the users. As for this study, eleven models investigating M-learning adoption will be reviewed. These models were developed in developing country.
2. Literature Review

M-blackboard comprises a form of m-learning and the domain of blackboard has been studied by a number of scholars. Some of the reviewed relevant studies on M-learning are highlighted as below. In institutions of the higher education, the adoption of mobile-learning that has an impact on the factors was highlighted by [4]-[7]. Further, a conceptual model for examining the factors impacting them-learning adoption was introduced. In his work[4], the author includes perceived cost, perceived trust, perceived usefulness, and in addition, the intention of using M-learning in the context of mobile-learning application’s for the higher education [8],[9]. Yadav and Sharma [10] employed the diffusion of innovation theory in their examination of the adoption of mobile content services. They empirically reported the significance and influence of the construct of complexity, image, relative advantage, compatibility, cost, observability and voluntariness in the mobile content services adoption.

A literature study conducted by Iqbal and Qureshi [11] was to determine the factors influencing the mobile-learning adoption. In this work, it included perceived playfulness, perceived usefulness, social influence and facilitating conditions. As demonstrated by the findings, three significant factors have an impact on the adoption of mobile learning by the students’ intentions. These factors are ease of use, perceived usefulness and facilitating conditions. On the other hand, the construct of perceived playfulness impacts less. Further, the authors reported social influence to negatively impact m-learning adoption. In[12], it explored the factors that have the intended impact of m-learning usage. Perceived ease use, Perceived usefulness, perceived innovativeness, and Perceived ICT anxiety are constructs were used. Based on the data obtained from the completed questionnaire, all factors impact the attitude toward using an intention to use. An empirical study carried out by [13] was to discover factors that impact the adoption of m-learning. Constructs include the Perceived Playfulness, Effort Expectancy, Performance Expectancy, Social Influence, and Self-management of learning have been used. These constructs have been found to be important determinants of behavioral intention to mobile learning usage.

In their study, it used the constructs of Social influence, Effort, and Performance expectancy, Facilitating conditions, Perceived self-efficacy, Perceived credibility, Perceived financial cost[14]. The UTAUT framework was used while those using mobile for m-banking were examined. As found, the intention of the individual that mobile banking adoption was significantly impacted by the factors of perceived financial cost, social influence, and perceived credibility, based on the degree of strength of influence. Facilitating conditions of the individual and the intention have a significant impact on the behavior. Further discussion of the models and their indications. To summarize the extracted factors from the eleven (11) models above, Table 1 presents the factors with highest frequencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Self-management of learning</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Perceived ease of use</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social influence</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Facilitating conditions</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Perceived playfulness</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Performance expectancy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Effort expectancy</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Relative advantage</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Previous experience</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. THEORETICAL RESEARCH MODEL

3.1. Dependent Variable

In this study, it is the intention to adopt mobile blackboard by students in Petra University. By reviewing the relating literature for technology adoption in general and to M-Learning in specific, it could be concluded that this dependent variable is might be influenced by many other factors. Therefore, the study assumed that the intention to adopt M-Blackboard is influenced by self-management learning, cost of adoption, social influence of the surrounding environment and people, the degree to which the use of M-Blackboard is perceived enjoyable, the outcome of using the system, the effort required for using the system, past impression and experience with similar systems, and facilitating condition. Further discussion is given in the following sections.

3.2. Independent Variables

It is expected that the intention of M-Blackboard adoption is influenced by the following factors:

a) **Self-Management Learning**

According to [15], self-management learning refers to the degree to which a student feels that he is self-disciplined and he can manage his own learning. M-Blackboard requires the students to learn by himself and develop his skills to deploy the blackboard system. In this study, it is expected that self-management learning influence positively the Petra University Students’ intention to adopt M-Blackboard[16].

b) **Cost**

Cost is one of the most important criteria for making the decision to adopt M-Blackboard or not. In the case of students, who are characterized by limited income, cost constitutes the main indicators of their decision. Most of the studies in the literature that have incorporated the constructed cost have found a negative relationship between cost and adoption of technology [17]. This study is no exception, it is expected that the students’ intention to adopt M-Blackboard will be negatively influenced by the cost of adoption.
c) **Social Influence**

Peer review, friend, family, and general environment encourage individuals to imitate and adopt technology or in other words “go with the flow” with the current trend. Social influence, as defined by [18], is the personal perception that important others believe he should use a new technology. The Model UTAUT incorporated social influence as one of the main constructs and proposed a direct relationship with the intention behavioral of the individual to adopt new technology. In this study, the construct social influence is incorporated and it is expected that the relationship between the intention of mobile-blackboard adoption and the social influence by the student is positive and significant.

d) **Perceived Playfulness**

The individual tends to adopt technology that he enjoys with, and benefits from, simultaneously. Perceived playfulness refers to the degree to which individuals enjoy while they are learning. Many studies incorporated the construct perceived playfulness and found a direct and positive relationship with the intention behavioral [19]. In this study, the construct perceived playfulness is incorporated and it is expected to have a direct and positive relationship with the intention for Mobile Blackboard adoption by a student at Petra University.

e) **Performance Expectancy**

Performance expectancy is one of the most important constructs in UTAUT. The term refers to the degree that the adopters feel that they will benefit from the technology [18]. In [20], [21], it revealed the direct and positive relationship between the mobile learning adoption and the performance expectancy. This study expects that the relationship between the intention to Mobile-Blackboard adoption and the performance expectancy is positive and significant [20] ,[21].

f) **Effort Expectancy**

Effort expectancy refers to the degree that the adopter perceives the technology adoption as easy and effortless [18]. Researchers who examined the model UTAUT found a direct and positive relationship between effort expectancy and intention behavioral [4], [20], [22], [23]. This study expects a direct and positive relationship between the intentions of mobile blackboard adoption and effort expectancy by students at Petra University.

g) **Previous Experience**

Previous experience constitutes too high degree the perception of current and future decision of adoption. Studies incorporated previous experience found that the previous experience affects positively or negatively the intention to adopt new technology [24]. In [25], it found that previous experience affects the intention to use IT innovation. This study expects that previous experience influence the intention to adopt M-Blackboard by students at Petra University.

h) **Facilitating Condition**

Adoption and acceptance of new technology are associated with the supporting condition for the related technology. Facilitating condition is the degree to which individuals believe that there is organizational and infrastructural support for the technology [18], [26]. Previous literature found a positive relationship between facilitating condition and intention behavioral [22], and with the intention to use M-Learning [11]. This study expects the positive and direct relationship between facilitating condition and intention to adopt M-Blackboard by students at Petra University.
3.3. Hypotheses

H1: A positive relationship between self-management of learning and intention to M-Blackboard system adoption in Petra University in Jordan.

H2: A negative relationship between cost and intention for M-Blackboard system adoption at Petra University in Jordan.

H3: A positive relationship between social influence and intention to adopt M-Blackboard system at Petra University in Jordan.

H4: There is a positive relationship between perceived playfulness and intention to adopt M-Blackboard system in Petra University in Jordan.

H5: There is a positive relationship between performance expectancy and intention to adopt M-Blackboard system in Petra University in Jordan.

H7: There is a positive relationship between previous experience and intention to adopt of M-Blackboard system in Petra University in Jordan.

H8: There is a positive relationship between facilitating conditions and the adoption of blackboard system in Petra University in Jordan.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1. Population and Sampling

The population selected for this study comprises the entire students that have access to the Blackboard system in the university. According to the university’s website (Petra University, 2017), the number of students in the university in 2014 is 6,000. Thus, these 6,000 students become the population of the study. In this study, random selection technique is employed. Here, each student has the chance to be selected as a respondent. According to Sekaran’s Table, the sample of this study should comprise 361 respondents.

5. FINDINGS

5.1. Descriptive of the Respondents

A descriptive statistic presents the demographic information of the respondents. Two hundred and nineteen (219) respondents participated in this study. 92% of the respondents are in the age group of less than 24. 67.1% of them were males. A majority (31.5%) were students in the information technology. A majority of 51.1% had been using or were aware of the system for a period of 1 and 2 years. More than 93% possessed Smartphone. Only 19.2% of the respondents used their Smartphone to access blackboard while 54.8% used their computer.

5.2. Reliability

Table 2 presents the reliability test of the variables of the study. It shows that all the variables have Cronbach’s alpha > 0.7 and that means that all the variables are reliable.
Regression analysis was conducted using SPSS version 21.0. The R square of 0.444 indicates that 44% of the variance in the dependent variable is explainable by the eight independent variables. The percentage of 44 is acceptable. The regression analysis can be used also to determine the most important indicators in explaining the variance in intention to adopt M-Blackboard. Table 4 shows the result of regression analysis.

Table 4 shows that the strongest indicator is performance expectancy that explained the variance in intention to adopt M-Blackboard (B= 0.415, p-value =0.000) followed by effort expectancy (B= 0.354, p-value = 0.000). Self-management learning and cost are also predicting the variance in the intention to adopt M-Blackboard with (B= 0.110, 0.097 and p-value = 0.000, 0.000) respectively. Thus, the related hypotheses i.e. H1, H2, H5, H6 are supported. On the other hand, perceived playfulness, social influence, previous experience, and facilitating condition give no contribution in the explanation of the variance of dependent variable owing to the fact that the p-value for all of them is greater than 0.05. Thus, H3, H4, H7, H8 are not supported.
6. DISCUSSION

The regression analysis indicates that four of the hypotheses are accepted and supported while the other four are rejected and not supported. As for the hypothesis 1: There is a positive relationship between self-management of learning and intention for M-Blackboard adoption, it is supported because the p-value is less than 0.05, which means that self-management learning is a factor that influences the intention to adopt M-Blackboard. This finding supports the previous literature. For instance, [20] looked into the role of self-management learning and deduced that self-management learning influences the m-learning adoption. Likewise, in their study using questionnaire, [19] reported that self-management learning has a positive influence on the English M-Learning adoption[19].

As for hypothesis 2: A negative relationship between cost and the intention for M-Blackboard adoption; it is supported because the p-value is less than 0.05. Worded differently, the cost is an important factor influencing the intention to adopt M-Blackboard. The less is the cost of acquiring the requirement of M-Blackboard (Smartphone, internet fee, application if any), the higher the possibility of adoption of M-Blackboard, and vice versa. The finding of the study is in agreement with the previous literature. For instance, [17] found in their study that the higher the cost, the less the adoption of the technology will be [17]. In [27], a literature review found cost a significant factor for M-Learning adoption. Likewise, [28] found that cost significantly influences the adoption of mobile device content services.

Hypothesis 3: A positive relationship between social influence and intention for mobile blackboard adoption; this hypothesis is not supported because p-value is greater than 0.05, which means that social influence is not a key factor impacting the intention M-Blackboard adoption. This result contradicts those of the past works that reported social influence a significant factor that influences the adoption of M-Blackboard and other technology [6], [11], [12], [20], [22]. However, [27] carried out a study to validate the UTAUT model on online community web log system. From the outcomes, the authors concluded that among users with the high or low frequency of using a web log, scores of social influence may not be comparable. As such, the authors mentioned that caution is necessary when interpreting the outcomes from studies that employ the scales of UTAUT. Meanwhile, [11] reported a negative relationship existing between social influence and M-Learning adoption.

With respect to hypothesis 4: There is a positive relationship between perceived playfulness and intention to adopt M-Blackboard; this hypothesis is not supported because the p-value is greater than 0.05. As such, perceived playfulness is not an effective factor influencing the intention to adopt M-Blackboard. Hence, the finding of the study differs from the finding of others that found significant effects of perceived playfulness [4], [6], [19], [22]. However, [11] in studying M-Learning adoption in Pakistan found that perceived playfulness does not influence the adoption of M-Learning and have related that to the service quality of telecommunication companies in Pakistan. This is the only literature that has been found to have a similar result with the result of this study.

As for hypothesis 5: There is a positive relationship between performance expectancy and intention to adopt M-Blackboard; it is supported, as the p-value is less than 0.05. In other words, performance expectancy significantly affects the intention of M-Blackboard adoption. Therefore, the higher the performance expectancy, the stronger the intention to adopt M-Blackboard by students will be. This finding is in line with those by other researchers. For instance, in investigating the effect of performance expectancy on intention to use M-Learning, [22] found that performance expectancy significantly affects intention to use M-Learning. Likewise, performance expectancy is found to impact students’ adoption of M-Learning in the work by [4].
Hypothesis 6: A positive relationship between effort expectancy and intention to adopt of M-Blackboard; this hypothesis is supported because the p-value is less than 0.05. In other words, the more effortless the adoption of M-Blackboard, the higher the intention to adopt M-Blackboard will be. The previous literature is in total agreement with the findings of this study. For instance, [20] concluded significance in the relationship between effort expectancy and intention of M-Learning usage. In agreement with [20], in [21] reported that effort expectancy significantly influences the adoption mobile device banking.

As for hypothesis 7: A positive relationship between previous experience and intention mobile blackboard adoption; this hypothesis is not supported. This indicates that previous experience has no impact on the intention of M-Blackboard adoption. The finding differs from the previous literature that suggests a strong relationship between previous experience and technology adoption [24], [29]. However, the finding of [25] shows that the relationship between previous experience and intention of MMS technology usage is not significant. In addition, the finding of [10] is in total agreement with the finding of this study.

As for hypothesis 8: A positive relationship between facilitating conditions and blackboard adoption; it is not supported. This indicates that facilitating condition does not influence significantly the intention to adopt M-Blackboard by students in Jordan. This result is in contrast with many results from the previous literature. For instance, the M-Learning acceptance in Korean universities was explored by [29]. Data were gathered using questionnaire. From the results, the authors concluded facilitating condition as a significant factor impacting the adoption and the mobile learning acceptance. Meanwhile, the adoption of mobile learning in developing countries particularly in Pakistan was studied by [11] and the authors concluded that facilitating conditions affect the mobile learning adoption. Additionally, [21] adopted the UTAUT model and conducted a study on the adoption of mobile device banking. The questionnaire was used for data gathering. The findings show the importance of facilitating condition in the adoption of mobile device banking. However, a study conducted by [25] found that facilitating condition does not have any effect on mobile device user’s intention to use MMS.

7. Conclusion
This study comprises a review of eleven models that relate to the adoption of the mobile-learning. The purpose is to find out and identify the factors that effect the adoption of the mobile blackboard. The results show that the most factor that has influence is the performance expectancy with the frequency of nine (9) followed by effort expectancy that has a frequency of six (6). Facilitating condition and self-management learning are frequented by four (4) for each. Social influence, cost, and perceived playfulness are frequented by three (3) for each and finally, previous experience is the least frequent variables. Obviously, there is an intensive usage of UTAUT model by the researchers. The UTAUT constructs are incorporated by researchers to explain the mobile learning adoption or acceptance.
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